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AIM
Formation of
VEDIC MATHEMATICS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

UNIVERSITY
Think Meditate Transcend, Glimpse and Imbibe Format Features Order
Values and Virtues of Vedic sounds formulations along Sunlight Carriers
AWARENESS EVALUATION STEPS
I
LET US FOLLOW TRANSCENDENTAL CARRIERS OF SUNLIGHT

1. Let us sit comfortably and permit our
mind is of chase phases steps of thinking,
transcending mind to go for evaluation of
meditating, transcending, glimpsing and
awareness of Vedic knowledge systems.
imbibing the sound frequencies along
2. To think, meditate, Transcend Glimpse
light frequencies manifesting as impulses
and to Imbibe the format, features, order,
of one’s consciousness which itself is of
values and virtues of Vedic knowledge
seven states namely waking, dream, deep
systems formulations are the phases and
sleep, Turia, Turiaatit, gods and unity
steps of glimpsing chase of the
state of consciousness
transcending mind.
5. This brings us face to face with the
3. Each
Vedic
knowledge
system
awareness spectrum of Vedic knowledge
formulation has its distinct format and
systems of individual sadkas whose self
features, order, values and virtues.
evaluation by the sadkha, in itself is a
4. The chase of ‘format, features, order,
step towards enlightenment
values and virtues’ of Vedic knowledge 6. This as such brings us to the shelter of
systems formulations by transcending
Upnishad, essence of Vedas which settle
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two fold initiation paths, one being along
the center of the whole chase mechanism
the ‘Isha Upnishad’, which is the
of Vedic knowledge systems.
culminating chapter of Yajurved and 12. This being so our awareness evaluation of
second path is as is settle by Mandukyo
Vedic knowledge systems of Vedic
Upnishad approaching Braham, quarter
Mathematics, Science & Technology is to
by quarter parallel to four components /
begin with the creative boundary (4-space
as boundary) of transcendental (5-space)
letters of sole syllable (Y) manifesting as
domain providing format for ten place
letters (i) v (ii) m (iii) e~ and (iv)
value systems:
integrated set up of three letters
themselves as vksme~
7. Of these two, beginning with ‘Om Itah
Ek Akshar Braham vksme~ bfr ,d v{kj
czge
~ ~’ and reaching uptill Isha Vasmidam
Sarvam Yat kinch Jagatayam Jagat vkse~

bZ'kk okL;fen~¡ loZa ;fRd¥p txR;ka
txr~A’ is the Sankhiya Nishtha and
proceeding other way is the Yoga Nishtha
8. Sankhiya Nishtha presumes the existence
of geometric formats and avails artifices
of numbers while on the other hand Yoga
Nishtha presume the existence of
numbers and avails dimensional frames
and as such Sankhiya Nishtha and Yoga
Nishtha not only run parallel to each
other, despite being of opposite
orientation, but also both these processing
approaches complement and supplement
each other at each phase and stage of
processing steps.
9. This being so numbers and bodies
become the basic tools and entities to be
availed for chase of Vedic knowledge
systems.
10. Accordingly place value system of
numbers
values
and
artifices
organizations and manifestation formats
for space content as manifested domains
within internal and external frames of
dimension and boundary provide the
basic formats for chase of Vedic
knowledge systems
11. This further leads to ten place value
system and hyper cube 5 format for
transcendental (5-space) domains being at

Blissful exercise
1. One shall sit comfortably and permit the
transcending mind to glimpse creative
boundary of transcendental (5-space)
domain as a format of ten place value
system.
2. Chase the following NVF equation
(i) NVF (Format) = 73 = NVF (Caged
light)
(ii) NVF (Features) = 79 = NVF (Nature)
(iii)NVF (Order) = 60 = NVF (Four)
(iv) NVF (Values) = 80 = NVF (Creator)
(v) NVF (Vision) = 88 = NVF (Volume)
= NVF (Space) + NVF (Space)
(vi) NVF (Think) = 62 = NVF (Cosmic)
(vii) NVF (Meditate) = 77 = NVF
(Christ) = NVF (Matter)
(viii) NVF (Transcend) = 98 = NVF
(Axes) + NVF (Axes)
(ix) NVF (Glimpse) = 77 = NVF (Matter)
= NVF (Court)
(x) NVF (Imbibe) = 40 = NVF (Mind) =
NVF (line)
*
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